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QUESTION 1

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has an integration set up between a Salesforce org and a quoting system. NTO would
like to show a notification to all sales representatives that use Salesforceanytime the quoting system will be taken down
for maintenance. 

Which Salesforce API should an Integration Architect use to fulfill this requirement? 

A. Connect REST API 

B. Tooling API 

C. REST API 

D. Streaming API 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) owns a variety of cloud-based applications, including Salesforce, alongside several on
premise applications. The on-premise applications are protected behind a corporate network with limited outside access
to 

external systems. 

UC would like to expose data from the on-premise applications to Salesforce for a more unified user experience. The
data should be accessible from Salesforce in real-time. 

Which two actions should be recommended to fulfill this system requirement? Choose 2 answers 

A. Develop an application in Heroku that connects to the on-premisedatabase via an ODBC string and VPC connection. 

B. Develop custom APIs on the company\\'s network that are invokable by Salesforce. 

C. Deploy MuleSoft to the on-premise network and design externally facing APIs to expose the data. 

D. Run a batch job with an ETL tool from an on-premise server to move data to Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) is a global financial company. UC support agents would like to open bank accounts on the
spot for a customer who is inquiring ab UC products. 

During opening the bank account process, the agentsexecute credit checks for the customers through external
agencies. At a given time, up to 30 concurrent rewill be using the service for performing credit checks for customers. 
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What error handling mechanisms should be built to display an error to the agentwhen the credit verification process
failed? 

A. In case the verification process is down, Use mock service to send the response to the agent. 

B. Handle verification process error in the Verification Webservice API in case there is a connection issue to
theWebservice if it responds with an error. 

C. Handle integration errors in the middleware in case the verification process is down, thenthe middleware should retry
processing the request multiple times. 

D. In case the verification process is down, use fireand forget mechanism instead of request and reply to allow the agent
to get the response back when the service is bar online. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A US business-to-consumer (B2C) company is planning to expand to Latin America. They project an initial Latin
American customer base of about one million, and a growth rate of around 10% every year for the next 5 years. They
anticipate privacy and data protection requirements similar to those in the European Union to come into effect during
this time. Their initial analysis indicates that key personal data is stored in the following systems: 

1.

 Legacy mainframe systems that have remained untouched for years and are due to be decommissioned. 

2.

 Salesforce Commerce Cloud Service Cloud, Marketing Cloud, and Community Cloud. 

3.

 The company\\'s CIO tasked the integration architect with ensuring that they can completely delete their Latin American
customer\\'spersonal data on demand. Which three requirements should the integration architect consider? Choose 3
answers 

A. Manual steps and procedures that may be necessary. 

B. Impact of deleted records on system functionality. 

C. Ability to delete personal data inevery system. 

D. Feasibility to restore deleted records when needed. 

E. Ability to provide a 360-degree view of the customer. 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters needs to make synchronous callouts "available to promise"services to query product availability
and reserve inventory during customer checkout process. Which two considerations should an integration architect
make when building a scalable integration solution? Choose 2 answers 

A. The typical and worst-case historical response times. 

B. The number batch jobs that can run concurrently. 

C. How many concurrent service calls are being placed. 

D. The maximum query cursors open per user on the service. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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